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Torrent Trackside is proud to announce that
we have purchased a significant fleet of
Mobile Elevating Work Platforms (MEWPs).
The fleet consists of the latest NEOTEC and
Rail Products MEWPs.  All are four wheel
drive, all terrain vehicles with a large platform
on an extendable arm. The platform has a
400kg maximum capacity and can be fitted
with a pantograph measuring tool.
The MEWPs are perfect for OLE
construction, maintenance, bridge repairs
and anywhere a high platform is required,
especially in difficult to reach areas. 
For easy site access the MEWPs can travel
on road, off road and on rail, with rapid
terrain changeover times. Once in place the
platform can be operational in a matter of
minutes. 
Torrent Trackside has established a
dedicated support team and will work with
customers to fully optimise performance.
We can provide training and product
familiarisation. MEWPs can also be
supplied with our own operators.
To hire our fleet of state of the art MEWPs
contact our 24 hour helpline today, we can
deliver plant anywhere in the country with as
little as 24 hours notice.
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MEWP specification
These latest generation MEWPs are all four
wheel drive, all terrain vehicles which can
travel on and off road and once at destination
be quickly converted to on rail travel.  Once
on rail the vehicles can travel at up to 12km/h
and cope with rail cant of up to 200mm. The
MEWPs have unprecedented access to
difficult to reach sites with a full 360 degree
rotation, a maximum working height of 16
metres and a lateral outreach of over
8.5 metres.
The generous sized basket can carry a load
of up to 400kg and the basket operator can
control the whole MEWP on all terrain.  For
further flexibility the basket can rotate 90
degrees and the jib can move 70 degrees. 



MEWP Pantograph

Technical data

The MEWPs can be fitted with an advanced
pantograph which will take height and
stagger measurements while the vehicle is
moving.  The pantograph continuously shows
measurements on a digital display and can
also download the measurements to an
Excel file.

Maximum working height 16m
Maximum outreach 8.5m
Basket load 400kg
Platform floor height 14.4m
Basket rotation +90o/-90o

Jib movement +70o/-70o

Maximum rotation 360o

Maximum travelling rail speed 12-16kph*
Maximum working rail speed 1-6kph*
Weight in operation 12000-12500kg*
Maximum cant 200mm
Maximum gradient on rail 40o

4 wheel drive (on road and rail)
4 wheel braking (on road and rail)
Able to travel under live wire
Quick road / rail changeover time
*Depending on model



Support and training
Torrent Trackside is industry renowned for
providing excellent service and support.  This
support is being extended to the MEWPs with
a dedicated team who will work with
customers to fully optimise performance.
The team will provide training and product
familiarisation. MEWPs can also be supplied
with our own operators.
The MEWPs team will work with customers
to ascertain the MEWP and OLE plant
requirements for each project. This will
remove a major logistical burden from the
customer and help deliver real efficiency and
savings to the project.



Torrent Trackside
Keeping you on track 24/7

Torrent Trackside is the leading rail plant hire
company in the UK. Our customers benefit
from:
l 12 depots giving a full UK wide coverage
l A wide range of the industry’s most

innovative equipment
l The UK’s leading supplier of OLE 

equipment
l The most compliant and safety focussed 

business in the sector 
l A near 100% reliability record
l Professional service from dedicated rail 

industry experts
If you demand value, innovation and
reliability from your portable rail plant hire
speak to Torrent Trackside now.

0845 769 7168      
www.torrent.co.uk
mail@torrent.co.uk
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